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Future-Science Technology is the quantum-field science for the future – a Master Paradigm for
humans and Planet Earth. This Master Paradigm is broken down into 25 keys which make up
the basic fabric of Future-Science Technology - with each key representing a different pathway
for creating connections between left-brained logical thinking and right-brained intuitive
thinking. It is this logical left-brained perspective that has dominated western thinking since the
invention of the Gutenberg Press in 1440, an invention which ushered in the age of mass media,
thus making reading and writing a new factor for human success and survival.
Mainstream scientific paradigms are based on hard facts, generated from a logical thinking
perspective. The basis for “hard science” thus dictates we believe nothing we cannot prove to
be true through measurements, replication and mathematical validation. The overemphasis on
facts, formulations and replications has led establishment scientists and world leaders to
support institutions that focus on compartmentalization, overspecialization and compilation of
information. This approach dominates most of our existing scientific, governmental and military
organizations, since the bulk of research funding is focused on supporting organizations,
instead of brilliant individuals or new ideas and emerging breakthrough technologies.
From the new perspective of Future-Science Technology, we need only to make a shift in our
consciousness -- from the established linear framework of “not believing anything
we cannot prove to be true,” to “not disbelieving anything we cannot prove to be untrue.” Yes,
it’s that simple. Just be willing to open yourself up to receiving information and working with
the Universal Quantum Field. I guarantee you will be amazed at how things begin to work for
you in entirely new ways.
Historically speaking, what we think of as “modern technology,” has existed for a mere eyeblink on the greater historical timescale – since the beginning of the industrial revolution in the
18th Century. By contrast, right-brained intuitive approaches to science, medicine and the arts
have been essential elements of Native American and Eastern philosophies for thousands of
years. The great scientists, artists, musicians, mystics and visionaries of the European
Renaissance were only able to break through the restrictive logic-based paradigms of their
times because their creative achievements in science, art and music were so obviously brilliant
that it became “fashionable” for the Church and heads of state to support them and thus gain
an extra bit of fame for themselves. What was created was essentially “an offer they could
not possibly refuse.”
This same creative persistence for working outside hard-science protocols is alive and well
today. Otherwise, we would not have Microsoft, Apple, Yahoo, Facebook, Tesla Motors

and countless other paradigm breakers. Remember that most of the key innovators of these
new paradigm companies worked with little support or encouragement, often in garage
workshops and against daunting resistance from established institutions. What did they all have
in common? They believed in themselves and in their innovative creations. They pushed on
against all odds. They defied establishment logic to “search” in deference to logical “research”
and endless data-churning. Their success became so glaringly apparent it became
uncomfortable for establishment scientists to continue ignoring their work.
Success speaks for itself! Genius speaks for itself! These innovative concepts were only
successful because modern geniuses transformed their visions into practical working models,
such as the basic hardware and software innovations of Microsoft and Apple Computers,
systems now so deeply imbedded in our lives that we accept them without thinking. They
forced naysayers to shut up and “get with the program,” because their positions of resistance
no longer benefited them.
Neo-Renaissance thinking embodies the concept of learning to use both hemispheres of the
brain synergistically, with regard to man’s relationship to Nature and to human society in
general. What this accomplishes is to go back on the evolutionary time-scale to the point where
the bi-hemispherical structure of the human brain was created. At that time the human brain
was shaped by the major drives for survival and success in what was essentially a wilderness
environment.
When humans made the shift from hunter-gatherers into agriculture, a new mindset emerged.
This new perspective put man more in touch with his social environment. He abandoned his
former nomadic ways and became engaged in the responsibilities of planting, harvesting and
storing crops for the winter. This new routine encouraged the formation of permanent villages
and allowed more time for the sharing of wisdom, development of new trades and cultural
exchange.
In contrast to this gradual shift experienced by our ancient relatives, our lives in the present are
inundated by lightning-paced developments in computer technologies, communications and
the global internet. These recent shifts have forced our personal perspective to expand
exponentially. Thus, the worldview of our parents’ and grandparents’ generations has grown
from a few square miles to encompass the entire planet. Recent developments in space
sciences and related digital technologies have also served to extend the scope of human
consciousness, to reach out across vast inter-stellar distances to even the most distant galaxies.
This quantum expansion and evolution of the human external perspective has been reflected
back in corresponding shifts which have profoundly changed the fundamental nature of human
consciousness itself. With the advent of Earth-orbital satellite technology, lunar, planetary and
interstellar probes and space observatories like the International Space Station (ISS) and the
Hubble Telescope, the Planetary Consciousness Field (Global Brain) has undergone a
corresponding expansion in its self-awareness.
Future-Science Technology represents a new operational protocol for the human race. It
implies a major shift from a past-based, “rear-view mirror” perspective into a present and
future-thinking perspective. This Master Paradigm embodies the key components of both

evolution and transformation as “catalytic change-agents” and implies a shift from local and
national perspectives into an entirely new, spherical consciousness framework. This new
consciousness framework is truly global, as it highlights the future of humans and their
interrelationships with Planet Earth. It also acknowledges the greater extraterrestrial
community, and embraces the hope that the human race will become enlightened enough to
be invited to participate with extraterrestrials in meaningful exchanges of wisdom, trade,
advanced technology and cultural exchange.
The time has arrived in Earth’s evolutionary development for the new thinkers of all nations to
make the quantum shift, from a regional and national perspective to a fresh new planetary and
intergalactic consciousness. Our technology has reached the point where we can either choose
to enhance – or continue to systematically destroy – the delicate balance of the natural forces
which sustain our global biosphere. If mankind can fully understand the critical priorities of
ecological preservation, restoration and enhancement as prerequisites for the survival and
success of our now and future generations, humanity will have achieved a profoundly
important transition into an entirely new and unprecedented phase of its evolutionary journey.
This is a journey of quantum transformation into a brave new mindset. This is the wondrous
journey of Future Man – Homo novus. So, welcome to the Quantum Theater of Dreams.., the
“Real Reality Show.” The footlights are dimming. The audience waits in hushed expectation. The
curtain is beginning to rise. Are you ready to expand your own brave new mind? If so.., prepare
for liftoff, and welcome to the Future. Your adventure in quantum-field thinking has just begun!

